Worksafe Solutions for
Heavy Industrial Maintenance
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WORKSAFE & ECO-FRIENDLY
CLEANERS, DEGREASERS &
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS

SAFER SUBSTITUTES FOR
TOXIC & DANGEROUS
WORKPLACE SOLVENTS

POWERFUL PROFESSIONAL
PRODUCTS FOR SPECIALIST
APPLICATIONS

T&T Eco's ﬂagship brands offer a wide range of best-in-class chemical products
for various industries including solvents, degreasers, surface cleaners, scale
removers, carpet cleaners, and specialised industrial products.
To view this extensive range please visit www.tandteco.com
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DEGREASING / HEAVY CLEANING

Worksafe, Surface-Friendly,
Vegetable-Derived
Formulations

Ultra-Safe,
Non-Haz, Non-DG,
Non-Flammable

Triple7
Heavy Duty
Triple7 Heavy Duty is a quick
break surfactant degreaser
specially designed to lift oil,
grease, and other hydrocarbon
soils from the cleaning surface
without forming a permanent
emulsion.

Readily Biodegradable,
GECA Certified,
Organic Technology

Non Emulsifying,
Trade Waste
Compatible

Triple7
All Purpose
Degreaser
Triple7 All Purpose Degreaser is a
powerful, bio-based multi-use
degreaser that can be used in
many degreasing applications
including metal surface cleaning,
equipment cleaning, workshop
degreasing and removal of oils
and grime.
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WASHDOWN

Worksafe, Surface-Friendly,
Vegetable-Derived
Formulations

Ultra-Safe,
Non-Haz, Non-DG,
Non-Flammable

Readily Biodegradable,
GECA Certified,
Organic Technology

Non Emulsifying,
Trade Waste
Compatible

Triple7
Metallic Touch

Triple7
Super Shine
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high-performance,
do eiusmod tempor
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vehicle
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bugs,
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protects
duco,
ut aliquip
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exrubber,
ea
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SCALE REMOVAL

Low Corrosion Formula
Protects Sensitive
Surfaces & Parts

Ultra-Safe,
Non-Haz, Non-DG,
Non-Flammable

Triple7
EnviroScale
Plus
Triple7 Enviroscale Plus is a
high-performance, low-corrosion
limescale and calcium remover
for challenging Mining, Oil & Gas
industry applications. With work
safety in mind, it offers powerful
scale removal without
introducing dangerous acids into
the workplace.

Worksafe, Biodegradable,
Naturally Derived
Formulations

Dispose of Easily.
No Waste Treatment
Required.

Triple7
Eco-Scale
Triple7 Eco-Scale is a non-toxic
limescale and calcium remover
designed for marine
applications. This unique
botanical formulation removes
limescale, rust, barnacles, and
crustacea from virtually any
surface, without damaging or
corroding the surface material.
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ODOUR REMOVAL / WATER TREATMENT

Worksafe, Eco-Friendly
Formulations

Ultra-Safe,
Non-Haz, Non-DG,
Non-Flammable

Readily Biodegradable,
Improves Water Quality

Effective Substitute
for Toxic & Dangerous
Products

Triple7
Triple7
Odour
Control
Metallic
Touch

Triple7
Super Shine
EnviroClear

Triple7 Odour Control is a
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
high-tech, super concentrate
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed
cleaner and odour neutraliser. It
do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
is a versatile product that is ideal
labore et dolore magna aliqua.
for environmentally-sensitive
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
applications such as toilet and
nostrud exercitation ullamco
general-purpose cleaning, septic
laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea
tanks, marine sewer tanks,
commodo consequat.
caravans, and many more.
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elit, sed
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efficiency.
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PARTS WASHING

Low VOC, Low Fumes,
Slow Evaporation

Recycle Solvent
for up to 18 Months

Purasolve
Parts Cleaner
SK
Purasolve Parts Cleaner SK is a
fully-recyclable, low-vapour,
benzene-free, heavy-duty parts
washing solution, specially
designed for the easy removal of
heavy-bearing grease and
mining applications. Lasts for a
minimum of 18 months when
used with Purasolve filters.

Replaces Benzene,
MEK & Other Dangerous
Solvents

Ultra-Safe,
Non-Haz, Non-DG,
Non-Flammable

Purasolve
Parts Washers
Purasolve PS6 Parts Washer is a
heavy-duty Parts Washer
Cleaning System that increases
safety and reduces through-life
costs through a unique recycling
system. Less toxic waste is
generated as a result of the
sophisticated micro-filtration
process in Purasolve Parts
Washers.
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CASE STUDIES
1

2

BEFORE AFTER

1

Graffiti Removal
These are before and after photos sent to us by a
professional cleaner, Ross, who regularly removes graffiti
from public buildings.
Ross writes that he has tried many graffiti removal
products and was unhappy with all of them – until he
used Purasolve Graffiti Remover. While other products
did remove the graffiti they, unfortunately, also removed
paint and damaged surfaces. This meant additional time,
expense and effort was required to repair and repaint
structures.
Ross used half a litre of Purasolve Graffiti Remover to
effectively clean the entire wall in the photo. He simply
soaked some heavy cloths in a bucket containing the
product and wiped down the wall. Cloths were wringed
out and changed when saturated with paint. Finally, he
wiped over the whole area with a clean cloth, dampened
with Purasolve Graffiti Remover.
Ross was very happy with the effectiveness of the
product and the final result. He was also happy
Purasolve Graffiti Remover did not damage the surface
of the wall.
“I can get graffiti off colorbond without damaging the
colorbond at all. It is a fantastic product.”
Ross, Purasolve Graffiti Remover customer.

2

Scale Removal
A mining company, at one of their mine sites, had three
cooling towers that serviced their gas turbine generators.
They were experiencing significant internal scaling in the
pipework and pumpsets. The scale build up threatened
the successful performance of the cooling towers in
providing sufficiently conditioned water to service their
power plant.
With downtime cost significantly impacting on profitability,
the mining company needed this clean conducted within
a short timeframe whilst needing to consider the
requirement for products that would not harm the integrity
of the cooling tower or worker safety.
Traditionally a limescale clean would be undertaken with a
Hydrochloric based descaler that would both be corrosive
to equipment surfaces and expose workers to possible
health risks.
Envirofluid was able to provide out of its standard Triple7
products an organic acid blend – Triple7 Enviroscale
Plus, which was guaranteed to not erode metal surfaces
or create waste water treatment issues. They achieved
the descaling without dismantling any item on the system
and the wastewater flush was able to be used as a road
dust suppressant without further treatment.

4

PRIOR TO USE

AFTER 5 VEHICLES CLEANED
Images from left to right:
Oil Water Separator
Pump Out Pit
Water Sample

3

3

Odour Elimination
An Australian Shire Council maintains a large number of
public facilities which have to be cleaned on a regular
basis. Cleaning contractors often struggle to rid the public
toilets of odour, which makes them undesirable for the
public to use. After cleaning, the facility appeared to be
clean, but the odour still remained. Strong bleach was
being used, causing risk of chemical burns and damage
to clothing. After an incident where a member of the
public was found unconscious in a toilet block due to
asthma caused from strong odour, the Council
immediately sought safer cleaning chemicals.
With the help of Envirofluid, the Council dramatically
reduced risks by replacing their cleaning chemicals with
Triple7 Odour Control, which effectively cleaned the
public toilets and totally removed all odours. They also
found that graffiti and permanent marker was easily
removed and that tarnished stainless steel urinals
regained their shine using the same product. The Council
reduced their inventory requirements as only one product
was used for the whole facility. The cleaners reported it
took less time to clean as well as improved cleaning
performance.

4

Degreasing
The standard cleaning and degreasing chemical for
vehicle and equipment wash down at a City Council was
replaced with Triple7 Heavy Duty quick break degreaser
to determine the effects on the Oil Water Separator.
The council was experiencing high oily wastewater
disposal costs due to poor oil water separator
performance and after just 5 washes, not only is the
wastewater free from oil saving them in excess of
$20,000 annually, but recycling the water has become an
option for further environmental sustainability and cost
savings.
The photos above show before and after the trial, and the
results can clearly be seen. Triple7 Heavy Duty
degreaser does not emulsify with greases and oils, but
lifts and releases, enabling significant improvement in
waste water quality. After lifting oil and greases the quick
break degreaser releases them again so they may be
separated in a oily water separator.

BRAKE CLEANING

Low VOC, Low Fumes,
Slow Evaporation

Recycle Solvent
for up to 18 Months

Purasolve
Brake Cleaner
Purasolve Brake Cleaner is an
ultra-safe, residue-free cleaning
solvent for brakes and other
technical applications. It is
developed to replace
highly-toxic and explosive brake
cleaners. Purasolve Brake
Cleaner does not contain
chlorinated or halogenated
solvents.
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Replaces Benzene,
MEK & Other Dangerous
Solvents

Ultra-Safe,
Non-Haz, Non-DG,
Non-Flammable

Purasolve
Precision
Cleaner
Purasolve Precision Cleaner is a
non-explosive, low hazard and
residue-free safety solvent for
precision electrical contact
cleaning applications. It is slow
evaporating for extended cleaning
time . Replaces traditional electrical
contact cleaners that contain highly
toxic and dangerous products.

HAND CLEANING

Worksafe, Surface-Friendly,
Vegetable-Derived
Formulations

Ultra-Safe,
Non-Haz, Non-DG,
Non-Flammable

Triple7
Awaken
Triple7 Awaken is an all-natural,
heavy-duty mineral-based
industrial grit hand cleanser
which leaves hands clean, soft
and fresh without harsh
scrubbing.

Readily Biodegradable,
GECA Certified,
Organic Technology

Non Emulsifying,
Trade Waste
Compatible

Triple7
Revive
Triple7 Revive, an all-natural,
mineral-based liquid hand wash,
is an effective alternative to
chemical-based hand washing
solutions. It does not strip away
the skin’s natural oils, leaving
hands clean, soft, and fresh
without drying the skin. It is safe
for all skin types.
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EQUIPMENT AND DISPENSERS
Purasolve
EverSafe
Atomiser

Purasolve
Pressure
Sprayer

Purasolve Eversafe Atomiser is a
rechargeable aerosol spray
system capable of atomising a
wide range of chemicals and
solvents. Unlike disposable
spray cans, it uses only inert
compressed air as propellant
which drastically reduces fire
and explosion risks.

Purasolve Pressure Sprayer is
designed for use with Purasolve
Safety Solvents. It has a 900ml
liquid capacity and can dispense up
to a maximum of 44psi pressure.
Purasolve Pressure Sprayer features
a safety pressure valve, adjustable
nozzle, Viton seals, polyamide body
and stainless-steel springs.

Portable
Foamer
The Foam-it 25-gallon portable
foamer offers innovative new
features and ergonomics for
industrial foam cleaning. This
unit will allow the operator to
clean faster and more efficiently
in any foaming situation.
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WHY CHOOSE US?
Decrease inventory
storage of dangerous
chemicals

Improve safety
compliance and
outcomes

Reduce the range of
products that clients
need to fulfill
maintenance
requirements

Provide consultancy
and system audits for
customers

Provide product
training across core
range

Helping clients to align
with federal WHS and
environmental
guidelines
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Achieving WHS Compliance
THROUGH HIERARCHY OF CONTROL

1. ELIMINATION
If you can do without a chemical then get rid of it

2. SUBSTITUTION
If there is a safer chemical then use that instead

3. ENGINEERING CONTROLS
Make the workplace accommodate
the hazard

4. ADMINISTRATIVE
CONTROLS
Signage & regulations

5. PPE
Gloves,
masks,
etc

Removing dangerous and toxic chemicals in the workplace reduces health and safety
risks to people, and pollution of the environment. Safer chemical substitutes help create
healthier workplaces and a healthier planet.
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